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Safety Policy  
 
Our Values and Safety Principles  
All Eaton employees share personal responsibility to create and maintain a safe work environment. By working 
together and recognizing that we all have a significant role in the safety of ourselves and our co-workers, we can 
make a difference. Eaton’s Safety Policy is part of doing business right and the following Principles assist us in our 
progress toward eliminating injuries and illnesses in our workplace.  
  
Safety Principles 
1.    Safety is fundamental to everything we do. 
2.    We are committed to removing conditions that cause personal injury or occupational illness. 
3.    All injuries and occupational illnesses are preventable and a workplace with zero incidents is achievable. 
4.    We make decisions and promote behaviors that protect us and others from risk of injury. 
5.    We use formal problem solving to reduce risk and continuously improve our safety performance. 
 
Adhering to these Safety Principles requires each of us to be responsible and accountable for recognizing and 
correcting at-risk behavior or unsafe conditions, which includes abiding by the following core Safety Expectations. 
We consider these expectations to be absolutes, because a violation could result in serious injury or even death.  
  
Safety Expectations 

 Hazardous Energy Control/Lockout: We utilize established energy control/lockout procedures when 
performing servicing and maintenance activities on equipment and processes.  

 Machine Safeguarding and Operation: We ensure that machine safeguards are functioning properly, 
safeguards are utilized when operating equipment, and all safety related procedures are followed.  

 Work Permits and Specialized Safety Procedures for High-Risk Activities: We utilize properly 
authorized work permits when required and follow all special safety procedures when performing hot work, 
confined space entry, work on energized electrical devices, elevated work and other high risk 
activities. Only trained and authorized personnel will perform such activities.  

 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): We abide by all PPE requirements as specified for our job and in 
our work area.  

 Safe Driving: We minimize distractions when driving on company business, including only using hands-
free communication systems. We wear seat belts while driving and require all occupants to do the same. 
We do not operate motor vehicles while impaired by any substance.  

 Incident and Event Reporting: We report unsafe conditions and all injuries and illnesses – no matter how 
minor – to ensure proper medical evaluation and deployment of improved processes to prevent similar 
incidents or conditions from occurring in the future.  

 
Zero Tolerance Life Saving Rules 
The following rules must be followed at all times.  Violation will result in termination. 

1. Safety Devices and Guards:  Devices installed to assure safe machine operation shall not be removed, 
tampered with or bypassed. 

2. Lock-out/Tag-out: Lock-out/tag-out procedures must be followed.  
3. Electrical Work/Arc Flash: Appropriate Personal Protective Equipment must be used when electrical work 

is being done or there is arc flash potential. 
4. Fall Protection: Fall-arrest systems must be used when working at unprotected heights of 6 feet (1.82 

meters) or greater. 
5. Permit-Required Confined Spaces: No person shall enter a permit-required confined space without an 

approved permit. 
6. Seat Belts/Restraints: All operators and passengers of powered industrial trucks and equipment must use 

available seatbelts and restraints. 
 
 
A foundational element of the Eaton Business System is our Values, which includes the recognition of our people 
as our most valued resource. We transform our Values into action through our Philosophy, which defines our  
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responsibilities to one another, the enterprise, our customers and other stakeholders. Our Philosophy includes our 
commitment to the well-being of all employees. 
  
Working safely is a condition of employment at Eaton. Eaton will not permit retaliation against an employee who in 
good faith reports a safety violation. Employees found to have violated any of the above core Safety Expectations 
or other safety requirements may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination. Violation of the 
Zero Tolerance Life Saving Rules will result in termination.  

Last revised date: May 3, 2013 
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Ethical values are fundamental

to Eaton. They define our 

heritage and our future, and 

distinguish us from other organi-

zations that go about their work

without regard for what is right

and what is wrong.

Why do people at Eaton work so

hard and so successfully? I think

that one reason is their belief 

in our company’s values, a 

foundation that is a source of

great strength. 

Every one of us can–and

should–be a role model for hon-

esty and integrity. We must 

communicate the message of

Eaton’s ethics to our colleagues,

associates, customers and sup-

pliers– in what we say and, even

more importantly, in what we do. 

We’re here to achieve great 

results, but each of us must

demonstrate that we care 

intensely about how we get

those results.They are worth 

little and are unlikely to endure 

if achieved unethically.

We should all be proud that we

start from a track record of suc-

cess. And I want you to know

that I will do everything possible

to see that this Eaton tradition of

integrity continues. However,

ethics is everyone’s responsibil-

ity, and I want everyone at Eaton

to feel comfortable talking about

these subjects–expressing 

concerns, raising issues and 

encouraging the highest levels

of integrity. 

This guide gives you lots of 

information and sources for

help. Please use it to the fullest.

If you’ve done everything we’ve

asked you to do and are not 

getting the help you need, 

contact me.

Alexander M. Cutler

Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer
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To my fellow 

Eaton employees

Eaton Corporation 

requires that all directors,

officers and employees 

of Eaton, its subsidiaries

and affiliates (“Eaton”),

abide by the fundamental

principles of ethical 

behavior listed here in

performing their duties.

1 Obeying the Law 

We respect and obey the laws,

rules and regulations applying 

to our businesses around 

the world. 

2 Integrity of Recording and 

Reporting our Financial Results

We properly maintain accurate

and complete financial and

other business records, and

communicate full, fair, accurate,

timely and understandable 

financial results. In addition, 

we recognize that various offi-

cers and employees of Eaton

must meet these requirements

for the content of reports to the

U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission, or similar agen-

cies in other countries, and for

the content of other public com-

munications made by Eaton. 

3 Respecting Human Rights

We respect human rights 

and require our suppliers to 

do the same. 

4 Delivering Quality 

We are committed to produc-

ing quality products and serv-

ices. Our business records and

communications involving our

products and services are truth-

ful and accurate. 

5 Competing Ethically 

We gain competitive advantage

through superior performance.

We do not engage in unethical

or illegal trade practices.

6 Respecting Diversity and 

Fair Employment Practices 

Throughout the world we are

committed to respecting a 

culturally diverse workforce

through practices that provide

equal access and fair treatment

to all employees on the basis 

of merit. We do not tolerate 

harassment or discrimination 

in the workplace. 
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7 Avoiding Conflicts of Interest 

We avoid relationships or con-

duct that might compromise

judgment or create actual or 

apparent conflicts between our

personal interests and our loy-

alty to Eaton. We do not use

our position with Eaton to 

obtain improper benefits for

others or ourselves. We do 

not compete with Eaton.

8 Protecting Our Assets

We use Eaton property, infor-

mation and opportunities for

Eaton’s business purposes and

not for unauthorized use. We

properly maintain the confiden-

tiality of information entrusted

to us by Eaton or others.

9 Offering/Accepting Gifts, Enter-

tainment, Bribes or Kickbacks

We do not offer or accept gifts

or entertainment of substantial

value. We do not offer or 

accept bribes or kickbacks.

10 Selling to Governments

We comply with the special

laws, rules and regulations that

relate to government contracts

and relationships with govern-

ment personnel.

11 Political Contributions 

We do not make contributions
on behalf of Eaton to political
candidates or parties, even
where lawful.

Reporting Ethical, Legal 

or Financial Integrity Concerns 

Any person may openly or

anonymously report any ethical

concern or any potential or actual

legal or financial violation, includ-

ing any fraud, accounting, audit-

ing, tax or record-keeping

matter, to the Director–Global

Ethics of Eaton. For reports that

are not made anonymously, con-

fidentiality will be maintained to

the extent possible while permit-

ting an appropriate investigation.
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Regular Mail

Reports may be made openly

or anonymously by regular mail

to Director–Global Ethics,

Eaton Corporation, Eaton 

Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

Reports may also be made 

to the office of the Director–

Global Ethics by e-mail or tele-

phone through Eaton’s Ethics

and Financial Integrity Help Line.

E-mail

Access the Ethics and Financial

Integrity Help Line through 

the Employee Services tab on

Eaton’s intranet. The message

will be anonymous unless the

sender identifies himself or

herself. Alternatively, send a

regular Outlook e-mail, which

will not be anonymous, to 

Ethics@eaton.com.

Telephone

From the U.S., Canada and

Puerto Rico, dial toll free 

1-800-433-2774.This call will be

anonymous unless the caller

identifies himself or herself.

From all other countries,dial

your country’s AT&T access

code (found on Eaton’s intra-

net), and then dial toll free 

1-800-433-2774. This call will 

be anonymous unless the caller

identifies himself or herself.

Non-English

If you are not comfortable 

making your report in English

through the Ethics and Finan-

cial Integrity Help Line, please

use your native language to 

e-mail or write your concern to

the address above, and we will

translate your letter or e-mail.

Eaton will not permit any retali-

ation against any employee

who reports an ethical, legal or

financial concern nor will it dis-

cipline any employee for mak-

ing a report in good faith. 
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Personal Responsibility

Every officer, director and 

employee has the personal 

responsibility to read, know 

and comply with the principles

contained in this Code of

Ethics. Compliance with these

principles is a condition of 

employment, and failure to

comply will result in discipline

up to and including termination. 

The Board of Directors shall 

determine, or designate 

appropriate management 

personnel to determine, the 

actions to be taken in the event

of violations of the Code of

Ethics. Such actions shall be

reasonably designed to deter

wrongdoing and to promote 

accountability for adherence 

to the Code of Ethics.

Every officer, director and 

employee has the duty to bring

to the attention of a supervisor

or another member of manage-

ment, or the Director–Global

Ethics, or the Chairs of the

Audit or Governance Commit-

tees of the Board of Directors,

or directly to the full Board of

Directors, any activity that in his

or her judgment would violate

these principles.

Potential violations may be 

reported to the Board or rele-

vant Committee Chair by mail

in care of the Director–Global

Ethics, Eaton Corporation,

Eaton Center, Cleveland, Ohio

44114.The Director will for-

ward such reports unopened 

to the addressee(s). 
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The purpose of this

Ethics Guide is to help 

all Eaton employees

around the world to

know and comply with

the Code of Ethics in 

performing their daily

work. It is not intended to

cover every ethical issue,

but to give you general

guidance in making 

ethical business deci-

sions and to direct you to

sources for further help. 

Who must comply 

with the Code of Ethics? 

Eaton Employees Throughout

The World

• Every officer, director and

employee (referred to collec-

tively in this Guide as 

“employees”) has the per-

sonal responsibility to read,

know and comply with the

principles contained in the

Code of Ethics. This Guide

should be retained with your

other important work papers. 

Subsidiaries, Affiliates and

Other Entities

• Subsidiaries, affiliates and

other entities in which Eaton

holds an ownership interest

and has the power to imple-

ment the Code of Ethics will

be required to comply with it.

For example, we will require

any joint venture in which we

own more than a 50 percent

interest to comply with our

Code of Ethics. 

• Entities in which Eaton holds

an ownership interest of 10

percent or more and does

not have the power to imple-

ment the Code of Ethics will

6
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be urged to follow it. For 

example, when we are a

party to a joint venture or are

forming a joint venture with

50 percent ownership or

less, we will strongly urge

the joint venture to adopt 

our Code of Ethics.

Third Parties

• Contingent workers. Where 

relevant, Eaton’s Code of

Ethics applies equally to indi-

viduals or parties who are

engaged to assist or render

services for or on behalf of

Eaton. This includes all con-

tingent workers, such as 

independent contractors,

business consultants, service

providers and agency workers.

• Suppliers. We require 

our suppliers to abide by 

the Eaton Corporation 

Global Sourcing Code of

Supplier Conduct.

It is contrary to the spirit of 

our Code of Ethics to engage

another party to do something

on our behalf that we are pro-

hibited from doing ourselves. 
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We respect and obey 

the laws, rules and 

regulations applying to

our businesses around 

the world.

Your Personal Responsibility

As an Eaton employee you are

required to comply with all 

applicable laws and govern-

mental regulations wherever

we do business. Perceived

pressures from your supervisor

or demands due to business

conditions will not excuse you

from complying with the law.

You are responsible for raising

any questions or doubts you

have about a proposed course

of action with your supervisor,

or reporting them as described

in the Code of Ethics. 

International Trade Import 

and Export Control

Eaton complies with applicable

U.S. and other national laws,

regulations and restrictions

when importing and exporting

products, services, information

or technology. Failure to com-

ply with these regulations may

constitute a crime, and the

penalties for non-compliance

can include fines for Eaton and

fines and imprisonment for any

responsible employee. You are

responsible for knowing the

laws that pertain to you and

your daily work activity. 

Local Laws and Customs

Since Eaton is a U.S. corpora-

tion, it is subject to U.S. laws,

which frequently extend to

Eaton’s operations throughout

the world. In addition to U.S.

law, Eaton is subject to the

laws of the countries where we

do business. If you encounter a

conflict between U.S. law and

the local law, or if you find that

local customs and business or

social practices vary from 

the principles in the Code of

Ethics, get help.

8

Obeying the Law
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Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples 

Wrong

An Eaton facility has a permit

that requires it to treat its 

highly toxic waste water before

discharging it into the local

stream. The treatment system

breaks down, and the parts

needed for repair will not be

available for four weeks. The

plant discharges the water

without treatment.

A shipping clerk does not stop

shipment of a restricted tech-

nology to a foreign country

when she notices that the

product description is inaccu-

rate and the product value 

is understated.

Right

A manager discovers that 

a shipment is going to be 

diverted from a permitted 

country of destination to a 

prohibited country under 

U.S. export control laws, 

and stops the shipment. 

A product manager is asked 

to make a payment to a dis-

tributor’s account in Switzer-

land. Switzerland is not the 

distributor’s home country, 

and the work was performed

elsewhere. The manager sus-

pects that the distributor is 

engaging in tax fraud and 

refuses the request. 
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We properly maintain 

accurate and complete 

financial and other 

business records, and

communicate full, fair,

accurate, timely and 

understandable financial

results. In addition, we

recognize that various 

officers and employees

of Eaton must meet these

requirements for the con-

tent of reports to the U.S.

Securities and Exchange

Commission, or similar

agencies in other coun-

tries, and for the content

of other public communi-

cations made by Eaton.

Business records may include

quality, safety, testing, time

cards and performance records,

in addition to financial records. 

• Employees must never 

falsify any document or mis-

represent the true nature 

of any transaction.

• Employees must ensure that

financial books, records and

accounts for which they are

responsible accurately reflect

transactions and conform to

required accounting principles

and to Eaton’s system of 

internal controls.

• Employees must follow Eaton

record-retention policies.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

Integrity of Recording 

and Reporting 

Our Financial Results 
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If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples

Wrong

A supervisor takes her family to

dinner and puts the meal on her

company expense account. 

A sales manager trades his

business-class ticket for two

coach fares and takes his wife

along on a business trip. 

Right

An accounting clerk notices 

an unusual entertainment 

expense in a supervisor’s 

expense report, and asks him

for some clarification. When 

he repeatedly ignores her ques-

tions, she goes to Human 

Resources about the matter. 

An employee asks a co-worker

to enter his time card at a later

time so that he can claim over-

time pay. The co-worker refuses

and notifies the supervisor.
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We respect human rights

and require our suppliers

to do the same.

As a citizen of the world and a

responsible member of society,

Eaton respects the dignity of 

individuals, the needs of our

communities and the vulnera-

bility of the environment. Cor-

porate social responsibility is 

a longstanding belief at Eaton

and a value integral to the way

we conduct business.

Human Rights

Child Labor

We do not employ child labor.

We define a child as anyone

under the age of 16. If local law

is more restrictive than our pol-

icy, we will comply with local

law. However, even where

local law permits us to employ

people younger than 16, 

we will not.

Forced Labor

We prohibit the use of any 

indentured or forced labor, 

slavery or servitude.

Compensation

We ensure that compensation

meets or exceeds the legal 

requirements and is competi-

tive with industry standards 

in the countries where we 

do business.

Respecting Human Rights
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Inclusion

We are committed to practices

that result in the inclusion of all

employees and that advance

equal employment for qualified

individuals. We strive to main-

tain an environment where

each of us, regardless of cul-

tural background, gender, race,

color, ethnicity, age, national

origin, sexual orientation, dis-

ability, level or position, can

reach our full potential and

make a difference every day.

Work Environment

• We use The Eaton Philosophy

to express our belief in 

excellence through people.

• We believe that all employees

should treat each other and

everyone they deal with in

the course of their work with

dignity and respect.

• We provide employees with

a work environment based

on trust, where they are free

to ask questions, make com-

ments, lodge complaints 

and be actively engaged in

decision-making.

• We provide employees the

opportunity to excel, create

and grow.

• We expect managers to be

fair and to serve as role mod-

els of high ethical standards.

• We are committed to main-

taining a work environment

free from the influences of

unauthorized controlled sub-

stances, including illegal

drugs and alcohol.

Suppliers 

We require our suppliers to

abide by the Eaton Corporation

Global Sourcing Code of 

Supplier Conduct.

Social Responsibility

Citizenship

We support the communities 

in which we live and work. As

good corporate citizens, we

seek to improve the quality of

life by support of education,

health and human services,

community development and

other locally relevant initiatives

where we do business, and 

by supporting the voluntary 

involvement of our employees

in such initiatives. 
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The Environment 
and Health and Safety 

We place a high priority on 

matters related to the environ-

ment and to employee and

community health and safety.

All businesses operate in com-

pliance with environmental and

workplace safety laws and reg-

ulations and with Eaton’s own

higher standards. Beyond com-

pliance with laws, all operations

minimize waste, pollution 

and exposure to hazardous 

materials and conditions 

and responsibly manage all 

resources and materials used

in our businesses. 

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

To Learn More

For more information about

Eaton’s environment, health and

safety practices, visit the EHS

website on Eaton’s intranet or

talk to your supervisor. 

Obtain a copy of the Eaton 

Corporation Global Sourcing

Code of Supplier Conduct

through Eaton’s intranet or 

at www.Eaton.com.

Examples

Wrong

A machine operator decides 

it is too hot to wear his safety

glasses in the plant.

The purchasing manager

chooses a vendor knowing that

the vendor employs child labor. 

Right

When Eaton purchases an 

old facility, the plant manager

upgrades the facility to 

meet Eaton’s health and 

safety standards. 

When the new chemical sup-

plier’s representative calls the

production manager about

dropping off some chemical

samples, he is referred to the

environmental health and

safety manager for approval.

14
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We are committed 

to producing quality 

products and services. 

Our business records 

and communications 

involving our products

and services are 

truthful and accurate.

Quality is the cornerstone of

our commitment to our cus-

tomers and is essential to our

ability to compete. Our commit-

ment to quality means that:

• We make quality a high prior-

ity in our daily work. 

• We focus on continuous 

improvement. 

• We design and manufacture

our products to meet or 

exceed our commitments 

to our customers. 

• We ensure that all inspec-

tion and testing documents

are complete, accurate 

and truthful. 

• We design our products 

to meet all applicable 

government standards 

and regulations.

• We aim for the ultimate goal

of zero errors. 

• We are individually respon-

sible for complying with the

quality policies, practices 

and procedures that apply 

to our work.

Delivering Quality

3

3
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Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples

Wrong

A production worker notices

that parts from a supplier do

not meet Eaton’s specifica-

tions. But on Friday, inventory

is low and he is facing a dead-

line, so he uses the parts. 

Since nobody notices that an

employee cracked a part when

he dropped it, he places it back

into production.

Right

An inspector is told by the pro-

duction manager to ignore

some of the inspection criteria

to meet the shipping schedule,

but she refuses and goes 

to see the quality manager 

for confirmation. 

A purchasing agent is offered

cash by a vendor to accept 

incoming parts that do not

meet Eaton’s quality specifica-

tions. He refuses and reports

the incident to his supervisor.
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We gain competitive 

advantage through 

superior performance.

We do not engage 

in unethical or illegal

trade practices.

Employees working in 

marketing, sales, purchasing 

or acquisitions need to be 

especially aware of antitrust

and other trade laws and 

regulations. This also applies 

to those who participate in

trade associations, bench-

marking or industry standards-

setting groups. 

Ethical Treatment of Competitors 

Employees must avoid:

• Discussing with a competitor:

prices, costs, production, 

capacity, products and serv-

ices, bidding practices, sales

territories, distribution chan-

nels, suppliers, customers

and other non-public 

business matters;

• Using tactics that eliminate

competition in markets

where the company is a

leader, including selling

below marginal cost and

other predatory practices

where the effect is to elimi-

nate competition;

Competing Ethically 
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• Using, or asking another

party to use, improper means

to obtain a competitor’s trade

secrets, including stealing,

taking, reproducing or using

deception to obtain them;

• Knowingly using a competi-

tor’s trade secrets; and

• Negative selling, disparaging

competitors and spreading

unfounded rumors.

Without proper authorization

from the appropriate level of

management, employees 

must not:

• Negotiate with competitors

regarding potential mergers,

acquisitions, formation 

of joint ventures or joint 

buying, marketing or 

development agreements;

• Benchmark involving 

competitors;

• Participate with competitors

in industry standards-setting

activities; or

• Exchange information 

with competitors.

Ethical Treatment of Customers

Unless approved in advance 

by Eaton’s Law Department,

employees must not:

• Require a customer to sell or

lease a product or service at

or above a certain price,

• Tie the sale or lease of a

product or service to the 

purchase or lease of another

product or service,

• Enter into an exclusive

arrangement with a customer,

• Limit customers as to the

territory in which they can 

resell or lease Eaton prod-

ucts or services,

• Limit the customers to

whom a product or service

can be resold or leased, or

• Discriminate between com-

peting customers as to the

prices or allowances offered

on like goods.
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Ethical Treatment of Suppliers 

Unless approved in advance 

by Eaton’s Law Department,

employees must not:

• Tie the purchase of a product

or service to the reciprocal

sale of a product or service,

• Enter into an exclusive

arrangement with a 

supplier, or

• Form any type of buying

group or collective.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples

Wrong

Production managers at two

competing facilities agree to

cut back capacity 20 percent.

A marketing employee takes 

a file from a competitor 

representative’s briefcase 

that is left open at a trade 

association meeting.

Right

A marketing manager attends 

a trade association meeting

and the talk turns to how to 

cut back capacity to stabilize

prices. He announces that the

discussion is inappropriate and

exits the room.

A new engineer joining Eaton

from a competitor brings along

classified engineering specifi-

cations that could be useful.

The engineering supervisor 

requests that he keep the 

competitor’s specifications 

to himself.
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Throughout the world 

we are committed to 

respecting a culturally 

diverse workforce

through practices that

provide equal access 

and fair treatment to all

employees on the basis of

merit. We do not tolerate

harassment or discrimi-

nation in the workplace.

• We use The Eaton Philosophy

to express our belief in 

excellence through people.

• We believe that all employees

should treat each other and

everyone they deal with in

the course of their work with

dignity and respect.

• We provide employees with

a work environment based

on trust, where they are free

to ask questions, make com-

ments, lodge complaints and

be actively engaged in deci-

sion-making.

• We provide employees the

opportunity to excel, create

and grow.

• We are committed to prac-

tices that result in the inclu-

sion of all employees and

that advance equal employ-

ment for qualified individuals. 

• We strive to maintain an 

environment where each of

us, regardless of cultural

background, gender, race,

color, ethnicity, age, national

origin, sexual orientation, dis-

ability, level or position, can

reach our full potential and

make a difference every day.

Respecting Diversity and 

Fair Employment Practices 

3

3

• We expect managers to be

fair and to serve as role mod-

els of high ethical standards.

• We ensure that compensation

meets or exceeds the legal

requirements and is compet-

itive with industry standards

in the countries where we 

do business.

• We maintain a work environ-

ment free from the influences

of unauthorized controlled

substances, including illegal

drugs and alcohol.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

To Learn More

Obtain a copy of The Eaton 

Philosophy from your local

Human Resources manager 

or through Eaton’s intranet.

Examples

Wrong

A female employee is prohib-

ited from making a key cus-

tomer presentation because

her supervisor was told that the

customer’s religion prohibits

him from conducting business

with women.

The sales team (three males

and one female) attends a cus-

tomer lunch at a country club

that has a male-only dining

room. The female is asked to

wait in the car while the rest of

the team attends the lunch.

Right

Two production workers notice

that their supervisor is showing

favoritism to a co-worker by

permitting him to work flexible

hours while others are denied

this option. They decide to talk

to their local Human Resources

manager about their concerns.

A vice president promotes one

of the best local female super-

visors to department manager

based on merit, even though it

is unusual to promote a female

in that locale.
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We avoid relationships

or conduct that might

compromise judgment or

create actual or apparent

conflicts between our

personal interests and

our loyalty to Eaton. We

do not use our position

with Eaton to obtain 

improper benefits for

others or ourselves. 

We do not compete 

with Eaton. 

A conflict of interest arises

when your personal interest 

or conduct compromises, or

appears to compromise, your

ability to act in Eaton’s best 

interests. Even if a decision you

make is fair, people will be 

unlikely to believe it. It is very

important that you avoid situa-

tions in which your loyalty may

become divided. Conflicts of 

interest are not always clear-cut,

and individual situations vary.

Here are some common types

of conflicts.

Outside Employment

While it may not create a con-

flict of interest, any outside

work you perform must be

strictly separate from your

Eaton employment and should

not affect your performance 

on your job. In fact, for most 

supervisory or professional 

positions at Eaton, it is under-

stood that our employees will

spend their full working time 

on Eaton matters and may not

“moonlight” for some other 

employer. Before you consider

a second job, obtain the prior

approval of your supervisor.

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest



Working for a Supplier 

or Customer

It is a conflict of interest for 

you to work for a supplier or

customer of Eaton, whether 

as an employee, consultant 

or in any other capacity. 

Competing Against Eaton

You may not personally 

engage in a business or activity

that competes with Eaton’s 

current or potential products 

or services, whether as an 

employee, consultant or in 

any other capacity.

Ownership in Other Businesses

Employees may not own, 

directly or indirectly, a financial

interest in any Eaton customer,

supplier or competitor since

that interest would cause or 

appear to cause a conflict of 

interest with Eaton. For these

purposes, financial interest is

defined as ownership of more

than one percent of the out-

standing securities/capital

value of another business entity.

If you have any doubt about

how an investment might 

be perceived, discuss it with

your supervisor.

Using Inside Information 

for Stock Trading Purposes

Employees with access to con-

fidential information are not

permitted to use or share that

information for stock trading

purposes. Using non-public 

information for financial benefit

is illegal as well as unethical, 

and may subject you and 

others to civil and criminal

penalties, including fines 

and imprisonment.

Family and Friends

A conflict of interest may arise

if you, your spouse, a relative or

a close personal friend works

for, or has a financial interest in,

a supplier or potential supplier

to Eaton, an Eaton customer, 

a potential customer or a com-

petitor. Even the appearance 

of a conflict of interest must be

avoided. If you have a relative

or friend working for a supplier,

potential supplier, customer,
potential customer or com-

petitor, tell your supervisor 

so potential problems can be 

discussed and avoided.

Board Membership

No employee may serve on 

the board of directors or similar

body for any for-profit company

except Eaton subsidiaries with-

out the express approval of

Eaton’s chairman and chief 

executive officer. Board 

appointments for Eaton sub-

sidiaries are handled through

prescribed channels. The chair-

man’s approval is not required

for employees serving on non-

profit boards or in community

organizations. Employees inter-

ested in liability protection 

for their service on nonprofit

boards or in community organi-

zations should contact the Vice
President and General Counsel

or a member of his staff.
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Remember…actual conflicts of

interest need not be present

for a problem to arise. The

mere appearance of a conflict

must be avoided. If you are 

unsure about what you can or

cannot do in this area, get help.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples

Wrong

When an accounting supervisor

orders 50 new computers for

her employees, she asks the

supplier to add an extra one for

her to use at home.

An employee uses her business

telephone during her shift 

to solicit orders for technical 

services she provides through

her home consulting business.

Right

An engineer is closely related

to the owner of one of his

plant’s key suppliers. To avoid

any conflict of interest, or even

the appearance of a conflict, 

he excuses himself from any

purchasing decisions involving

the supplier.

When an Eaton lawyer’s 

family requests information 

on Eaton’s targeted date to 

acquire a new business, 

she declines to provide 

any information.
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We use Eaton property,

information and oppor-

tunities for Eaton’s busi-

ness purposes and not

for unauthorized use.

We properly maintain the

confidentiality of infor-

mation entrusted to us

by Eaton or others.

Physical Assets

Among Eaton’s assets are

physical property such as facili-

ties, equipment, hand tools, 

office supplies and computers. 

You are responsible for helping

safeguard and preserve Eaton’s

property, protecting it from

loss, theft and misuse. 

You safeguard Eaton’s physical

assets by: 

• Using them appropriately at

work and protecting them

when not in use, such as

storing hand tools in a safe

place at work;

• Using electronic access 

cards only as authorized;

• Notifying local Security of

items lost or stolen; and

• Notifying Corporate Security

of any known or suspected

criminal activity or threats

against Eaton, its employees

or assets.

Examples 

Wrong

A machinist takes a circular

saw home to use on a week-

end project without approval.

A secretary takes office sup-

plies home for personal use.

Right

A factory worker notifies Secu-

rity that items are missing from

the tool crib. 

Noticing a stranger walking

around the plant without safety

glasses or identification badge,

an employee offers to walk him

to the security desk to sign in.

Computers and Other 

Information Systems

Eaton encourages the use of

electronic communications to

share information, communi-

cate effectively and exchange

ideas. Examples of electronic

communications include 

electronic mail (Internet and 

Protecting Our Assets

3
3

internal), telephone, voicemail,

electronic bulletin board post-

ings, chat messages on the 

Internet, video-conferencing

and facsimile. 

Electronic communications at

Eaton are intended for busi-

ness activities. Incidental per-

sonal use is permitted so long

as it does not interfere with the

user’s or any other person’s

work performance, unduly 

affect Eaton’s electronic com-

munications systems or other-

wise violate its Electronic

Communications Policy. 

Here are some examples of 

violations of Eaton’s Electronic

Communications Policy:

• Communicating in a harass-

ing, offensive, obscene or

threatening manner;

• Promoting goods or 

services unrelated to 

Eaton’s businesses;

• Solicitation of any kind;

• Chain e-mails;

• Forging electronic 

communications;

• Using electronic communi-

cations for illegal purposes;

• Communicating information

that may damage Eaton’s

reputation;

• Listening to Web radio 

stations;

• Downloading or storing

games, pornography, per-

sonal software, copyrighted

music or video; and

• Installing unapproved 

software programs.

Examples 

Wrong

An intern uses an Eaton com-

puter to download unapproved 

software programs.

An office worker creates 

and stores music on his 

Eaton computer.

Right

A supervisor asks that an 

employee remove an offen-

sive screen saver from his

Eaton computer.

A technician deletes from 

his Eaton computer an ethnic

joke received from a friend. 

Proprietary Information

Proprietary information must

be treated carefully.This 

includes Eaton’s intellectual

property, such as: 

• Patents,

• Trademarks,

• Trade secrets, and

• Copyrights.

Other examples of proprietary

information include:

• Business, marketing 

and service plans;

• Engineering and 

manufacturing ideas;

• Designs;

• Internal databases;

• Personnel records; 

• Salary information; and 

• Unpublished financial data 

and reports.
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Unauthorized use or disclosure

of Eaton’s proprietary informa-

tion is prohibited and may 

be illegal.

Store and protect sensitive 

information and make it avail-

able on a need-to-know basis,

preventing unauthorized 

access, use or removal.

Treat the proprietary informa-

tion of third parties (such as

patents, trademarks, trade 

secrets and copyrights) with

the same degree of care, so as

to avoid accusations that Eaton

misappropriated or misused

the information. 

Examples 

Wrong

An engineer incorporates 

the patented idea of another

party into an Eaton project 

without permission. 

An employee copies technical

drawings from a third party’s

copyrighted catalog. 

Right

A co-worker reminds a new

employee not to share confi-

dential information of his previ-

ous employer with Eaton. 

A supervisor disciplines 

an employee who copies 

Eaton’s proprietary software 

for personal use.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

To Learn More

Obtain a copy of Eaton’s 

Electronic Communications

Policy from Eaton’s intranet 

or your supervisor.
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We do not offer or accept

gifts or entertainment of

substantial value. We do

not offer or accept bribes

or kickbacks.

Business gifts and entertain-

ment on a modest scale are

commonly used to build good-

will and strengthen working 

relationships among business

associates. Examples include

business lunches, tickets to

athletic events and small com-

pany mementoes. If the gift or

entertainment is of substantial

value, accepting it can create 

a conflict of interest or the 

appearance of a conflict. It

might seem that the objective

judgment of the recipient has

been compromised. It might

appear that the gift giver is 

entitled to preferential treat-

ment, such as purchase orders,

better prices or improved 

terms of sale.

Offering or Accepting Gifts

Never offer or accept gifts of

substantial value. Generally you

may accept gifts that are infre-

quent and of nominal value,

provided the gift meets all

these criteria: 

• Is consistent with usual 

business practice,

• Cannot be construed as a 

bribe or a payoff,

Offering /Accepting Gifts,

Entertainment, Bribes 

or Kickbacks

• Does not violate any law,

• Would not prevent you from

awarding Eaton’s business

to a competitor of the gift

giver and would not create

that suspicion,

• Would not embarrass 

Eaton or the individual if

disclosed publicly,

• Is disclosed to your 

supervisor, and

• Does not exceed any spe-

cific limits established by

your local management.

Presentations of a ceremonial

nature in keeping with national

custom may be permitted as

long as what is offered or 

accepted: 

• Cannot be construed as a 

bribe or a payoff, and

• Is not in violation of any law. 

In any case, you must get prior

approval from your supervisor

before you offer or accept a gift

in a ceremony. 

In some rare situations, per-

haps involving a presentation 

of a ceremonial nature, it would

be impractical or harmful to 

refuse or return an inappropri-

ate gift. When this happens,

discuss the situation with 

your supervisor. 

Never ask for gifts, gratuities 

or other items that benefit you

personally from business con-

tacts, regardless of value. 

Never offer gifts or enter-

tainment when you know 

they are prohibited by the 

recipient’s organization.

Entertainment

Employees may accept enter-

tainment that is reasonable, 

appropriate and consistent with

the best interests of Eaton. 

For example, accompanying a 

customer or supplier to a local 

theatre or sporting event or to a

modest business meal would in

most cases be acceptable, pro-

vided you have received prior 

approval from your supervisor.

Entertainment that is unusual,

lavish or frequent may influ-

ence, or appear to influence,

your independent judgment on

behalf of Eaton. If an invitation

is inappropriate, you must turn

down the offer or pay the true

value of the entertainment 

expense yourself. If you 

are in doubt, consult with 

your supervisor.

Employees may provide busi-

ness entertainment (including

meals, sporting events, con-

certs, etc.) that is reasonable

and appropriate in the context

of the business occasion and 

in the best interests of Eaton. 

Employees are expected to 

exercise good judgment. Enter-

tainment should not be or 

appear to be unusual, lavish 

or extravagant to an objective

third party. Certain venues are

not appropriate for business

entertainment or meeting with

professional or business asso-

ciates because of the nature 

of the entertainment or 

the atmosphere. 
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Discuss your plans and actions

with your supervisor any time

you have a question about

what is appropriate.

Doing Business with 

Government Organizations

The sale of goods and services

to governments is highly regu-

lated. Employees who are 

involved in business dealings

with government customers

must ensure that all transac-

tions and relationships comply

with applicable laws and regula-

tions. (See “Selling to Govern-

ments,” pages 33–35, for 

more information.)

Bribes and Kickbacks 

Are Prohibited Worldwide

Eaton employees are prohibited

from offering, giving, soliciting

or receiving any form of bribe 

or kickback or similar unethical

and unlawful payment under

any circumstances. Eaton’s 

prohibition against bribes and 

kickbacks applies equally to 

employees, sales agents, repre-

sentatives, consultants, distrib-

utors and other third parties

acting on Eaton’s behalf. This

prohibition applies world-

wide–with no exception and

without regard to perceived

customs, local practices or

competitive conditions.

The difference between a bribe

and a kickback is this:

• A bribe is money or anything

else of value (such as serv-

ices or gifts) used unethically

or illegally (such as those

that violate the U.S. Foreign

Corrupt Practices Act) to 

influence the judgment or

conduct of a third party or 

to cause a desired outcome

or action.

• A kickback is a particular kind

of bribe. It is the unethical or

illegal return of part of a pay-

ment already made as part of

a legal contract.

Eaton requires its suppliers to

abide by its “Gift and Gratuity

Policy” stated in the Eaton Cor-

poration Global Sourcing Code

of Supplier Conduct.

The Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act

Employees must comply with all

anti-corruption laws of the coun-

tries where we do business, 



including the U.S. Foreign Cor-

rupt Practices Act (FCPA),

which applies to all Eaton oper-

ations globally. The FCPA 

applies to every employee 

of Eaton and its non-U.S. sub-

sidiaries, affiliates and joint 

ventures. The FCPA prohibits

any Eaton employee from 

paying–or promising to pay–

either directly or through sales

agents, representatives, con-

sultants, distributors or other

third parties acting on Eaton’s

behalf, anything of value to

non-U.S. officials, political par-

ties or candidates for non-U.S.

political office, in order to 

obtain or retain business. You

do not have to make the pay-

ment to be in violation; merely

offering, promising or authorizing

it is sufficient. 

A company that violates the

FCPA may be fined. An individual

who violates the FCPA may be

fined and imprisoned. 

Review Process

To help assure that sales

agents, representatives, con-

sultants or distributors will 

not pay bribes or kickbacks on

Eaton’s behalf, make sure that

all arrangements with them are

covered by written contracts

and documented in accordance

with Eaton’s standard legal 

and accounting requirements. 

Contact the Law Department

for assistance in engaging 

such individuals. 

Caution

Asking yourself these ques-

tions should help alert you to

possible FCPA issues:

• Does the agent or repre-

sentative have family 

or business ties with a 

government official?

• Does the agent or represen-

tative lack the staff, expert-

ise or facilities to perform 

the required service?

• Is the agent’s fee or commis-

sion substantially above the

going rate?

• Does the agent request 

unusual bonuses or substan-

tial upfront payments?

Facilitation Payments

The FCPA recognizes certain

limited exceptions. In some 

instances, small facilitation pay-

ments, or tips, are permissible

if they are intended to secure a

routine business service and

are made to clerical-level non-

U.S. officials to perform or 

expedite routine government

actions, such as obtaining rou-

tine permits to do business,

processing visas and work 

orders, obtaining mail or tele-

phone services, or expediting

shipments through customs.

Any such payments must be

clearly and accurately reported

as a business expense in 

company records.
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BE AWARE that in some coun-

tries all such payments are 

illegal and therefore must

never be paid. Whenever 

possible, get help before you

make or even agree to make

such a payment.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples 

Wrong

A project supervisor is denied 

a permit to expand the parking

lot of his facility. The zoning 

inspector suggests that he

might reverse the decision for a

fee, and the supervisor pays it. 

A supplier, bidding on a project

for Eaton, offers the local SRM

manager a fee to induce her to

tell him the amount of the low-

est bid she has received so far. 

The manager accepts the fee. 

Right

While visiting a foreign plant, a

plant manager is invited to a

weekend golf session by the

local managers and some ven-

dors. Since he had not brought

his golf clubs, he is loaned an

expensive golf set by one of

the vendors. A week after 

returning home, he receives

the expensive golf set as a “gift

of friendship” from the local

vendor. He writes a polite letter

of thanks to the vendor and 

returns the golf set.

A tax specialist attends an

after-hours party hosted by an

Eaton vendor, where he wins

two round trip air tickets to 

the Bahamas. He considers

whether accepting the gifts

would be appropriate under the

Code of Ethics and talks with

his supervisor to decide.
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We comply with the 

special laws, rules and

regulations that relate 

to government contracts

and relationships with

government personnel.

Employees who work with 

government contracts must:

• Adopt processes to ensure

that documents are kept in

accordance with special 

government requirements;

• Make certain that cost and

pricing data are current, 

accurate, complete, properly

disclosed, documented and

retained in appropriate files;

• Abide by laws and regula-

tions related to government

contracts and transactions;

• Require subcontractors, 

consultants, sales represen-

tatives, distributors and 

independent contractors 

to comply with laws 

and regulations;

• Know and follow the Eaton

policies and procedures 

relating to government con-

tracts and dealing with 

government personnel;

• In cost-type contracts (or

subcontracts), allocate costs

to the proper accounts; and

• Not make unauthorized 

substitutions for contracted

goods and services or devi-

ate from contract require-

ments without written

approval from the author-

izing government official.

Government Contracts

National and local governments

throughout the world have 

specific procurement laws 

and regulations that guard the 

public interest. 

Selling to Governments 
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Among the most important of

these laws and regulations 

are those relating to classified

information. On defense-

related projects, do not solicit,

accept or possess classified 

information for which you 

are not authorized. If you are

authorized to have classified 

information, know and follow

the rules for handling it.

In many other areas of busi-

ness practice, a government

may apply special rules of 

behavior that may be different

from acceptable commercial

practices. These areas require

special attention:

• Marketing,

• Accounting,

• Record-keeping,

• Purchasing, and

• Quality.

Some examples requiring strict

adherence to specific rules:

• Accounting for costs,

• Proposal and bidding 

procedures,

• Pricing,

• Discussing potential employ-

ment with U.S. Government

procurement officials,

• Maintenance of time 

records, and

• Compliance with 

contract obligations.

When Eaton uses suppliers 

or subcontractors to fulfill 

its commitments under 

government contracts, the

Eaton employees involved 

are responsible for communi-

cating all special governmental

requirements to these suppliers

or subcontractors.

Employees of Eaton sub-

sidiaries outside the U.S. who

work on U.S. government 

contracts or deal with U.S. 

defense-related products

should keep in mind that, in 

addition to complying with the

laws of their own country, they

also must comply with certain

U.S. laws that have “extra-

territorial effect.” These laws

include the U.S. Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act, laws relating to

U.S. classified information, 

and U.S. export controls. For

example, an Eaton subsidiary in

the United Kingdom producing

parts for U.S. defense-related

products is subject to U.S. 

laws just as the U.S. parent 

corporation is.

Relationships with 

Government Personnel

National and local governments

generally prohibit or put strict

limits on gifts, entertainment

and travel offered to or received

by government personnel.

Nominal gratuities (in the 

nature of “tips”) for lower-level

government personnel to facili-

tate routine transactions are

permissible in certain countries

where they are customary, law-

ful and do not give the impres-

sion that Eaton is acting in an

unethical manner. Practices

vary from country to country.

Discuss these payments in 

advance with your manager.
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National and local laws and 

regulations applying to govern-

ment contracts and government

personnel apply to Eaton Corp-

oration and Eaton employees

worldwide. If your job involves

business with government, you

are responsible for knowing and

complying with applicable laws

and regulations. If you aren’t

sure about which laws apply to

you, ask your supervisor.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples

Wrong

An employee in the test depart-

ment runs government-required

product tests that call for a 

supervisor’s signature on the

test report. The employee

could not immediately locate

her supervisor, so she used 

a photocopy of the super-

visor’s signature from another

completed report.

A production worker was con-

cerned about the time it was

taking to perform an assembly

process under a specific proj-

ect for a commercial non-

government customer, so 

she charged her time to a 

different project for a U.S. 

Government customer.

Right

During a plant visit by a senior

government official to inspect

manufacturing of contract prod-

ucts, the plant manager is 

informed by the local agent that

the official has requested a

special gift of an expensive

watch from the company to 

ensure continued government

contracts of substantial value.

The plant manager refuses to

comply with the request and

explains to the local agent that

Eaton’s Code of Ethics pro-

hibits such a gift.

Before they approve a large

contract purchase of Eaton’s

products, government officials

advise the Eaton purchasing

manager that they want to visit

Eaton and attend a product 

capability demonstration and

testing. They request that

Eaton pay the airfare for them

and for their wives, who would

be accompanying them. The

purchasing manager discusses

with his supervisor how to 

politely decline the request.
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We do not make con-

tributions on behalf of

Eaton to political can-

didates or parties, even

where lawful.

Eaton does not make contribu-

tions of its funds, property or

services to political candidates,

even where such contributions

are lawful. This does not pro-

hibit visits by elected officials 

to company facilities. In fact,

these visits are encouraged, 

to ensure that officeholders 

understand the issues facing

our operations. This also does

not prohibit Eaton’s support 

of ballot issues (such as school

levies) where they are of 

interest to our operations 

and employees.

Individual employees are 

encouraged to be involved in

the political process and to

make personal contributions 

as they see fit. Employees may

not pressure other employees

to make political contributions

or to support a political party 

or candidate.

Employees who take positions

on public issues (government,

legislation and other public 

interest matters) must not act,

or give the appearance of act-

ing, on Eaton’s behalf, unless 

authorized to do so by Eaton’s

Vice President, Public and

Community Affairs.

Political Contributions 
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Here are examples of activities

that are prohibited by Eaton

and may be illegal:

• Eaton’s purchase of 

advertising in a political 

publication,

• The use of company cars or

other Eaton property by polit-

ical organizations, candidates

or their staffs in connection

with a political campaign,

• The use of Eaton funds to

purchase seats or tables at

political dinners and political

fund-raising events, and

• The use of the Eaton 

name in political or 

campaign literature.

Questions

If you need help, discuss the

matter with your supervisor.He

or she can get assistance from

others, including local manage-

ment, Human Resources, the

Law Department, Environ-

mental Health and Safety, 

Security, Finance and Supplier

Resource Management.

If you are not comfortable raising

the matter with your supervisor,

or if you raise a concern and 

the issue is not resolved, talk 

to another member of man-

agement, such as your local

plant manager or Human 

Resources manager. If that is

not appropriate, contact the 

Director–Global Ethics.

Examples

Wrong

A team leader distributes 

flyers in the cafeteria at work 

on behalf of his favorite 

political candidate. 

A supervisor distributes an

email across his department

seeking support for his cousin,

who is running for local 

political office.

Right

The quality manager makes

available in the cafeteria a non-

partisan analysis of candidates.

A leading candidate in a 

national election asks the local

plant manager to authorize a 

financial contribution from

Eaton. She declines. 
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As an Eaton employee, you are

expected to:

• Read, know and comply with

the Code of Ethics, 

• Ask for help when you aren’t

sure if your decision is 

ethical or lawful,

• Promptly report any activity

that in your judgment 

would violate the Code 

of Ethics,

• Cooperate with Eaton 

representatives conducting

internal investigations, and

• Raise with another member

of local management 

any ethical issue you have

raised with your super-

visor but which has not 

been addressed.

In addition, if you are an 

Eaton supervisor, you are 

expected to: 

• Lead by example, in both 

words and actions; 

• Promote open and honest

two-way communications

with your employees, 

encouraging them to raise 

their questions and concerns

about ethical issues and let-

ting them know when an

issue has been resolved; 

• Support any employee who

comes forward to discuss 

an issue or report a potential 

violation and ensure that

there is no retaliation for

doing so; 

• Recognize unethical and 

illegal conduct and take

prompt, appropriate and 

consistent action; and 

• Ensure that employees are

trained and informed about

the policies and procedures

that apply to their positions.

Penalties for Violating 

the Code of Ethics

Employees who violate the

Code of Ethics may be subject

to discipline, including termina-

tion. Violations include: 

• Actions that violate 

the Code,

• Asking others to violate 

the Code,

Your Responsibilities



• Failing to cooperate in inves-

tigations conducted by Eaton

representatives,

• Retaliating against an 

employee for good-faith 

reporting of a violation or

suspected violation, and

• Concealing, covering up or

failing to report any activity

that in your judgment 

violates the Code of Ethics.

Perceived pressure from 

supervisors or demands due 

to business conditions do not

excuse you from complying

with the Code of Ethics. 

Getting Help and Reporting 

Potential Violations

In today’s global market it is

often difficult to keep up with

new challenges our organiza-

tion faces or to adequately deal

with all complex situations. 

Nobody has all the answers.

But we do know that the best

answers will evolve in an 

organization committed to 

upholding its principles and to

creating an environment that

supports ethically sound 

behavior. Never hesitate to ask

a question, raise a concern or

report a violation.

Good ethical decisions are not

always clear-cut. The answers

are not always obvious or easy.

What if you’re faced with a diffi-

cult choice? To help you make

your decision, we suggest that

you review the Code of Ethics

and the Ethics Guide, and 

then ask yourself these 

three questions:

• Would I be comfortable 

explaining my actions to 

my supervisor?

• Would I feel proud telling 

my family and friends about 

my actions?

• Would I be comfortable if my

actions were reported in the

news media?

If you are still in doubt, discuss

the matter with your super-

visor. He or she can get assis-

tance from others, including

local management, Human 

Resources, the Law Depart-

ment, Environmental Health

and Safety, Security, Finance

and Supplier Resource 

Management. 

If you are not comfortable 

raising the matter with your 

supervisor, or if you raise a 

concern and the issue is not 

resolved, talk to another mem-

ber of management, such as

your local plant manager or

Human Resources manager. If

that is not appropriate, contact

the Director–Global Ethics. 

Global Ethics Office

To demonstrate that Eaton’s

ethical standards are both 

current and at the highest level

and that our Code of Ethics is

fully known and followed wher-

ever we do business, Eaton

has named a Director–Global

Ethics and established a Global

Ethics Office. The Global Ethics

Office is responsible for provid-

ing employees with the infor-

mation, tools, guidance,

training and support they need
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to comply with the Code of

Ethics when making day-to-day

business decisions. The Global

Ethics Office answers the

Ethics and Financial Integrity

Help Line.

Reporting Ethical, Legal or 

Financial Integrity Concerns

Any person may openly or

anonymously report any ethical

concern or any potential or 

actual legal or financial violation,

including any fraud, accounting,

auditing, tax or record-keeping

matter, to the Director–Global

Ethics of Eaton. For reports that

are not made anonymously,

confidentiality will be main-

tained to the extent possible

while permitting an appropriate

investigation. 

Regular Mail 

Reports may be made openly

or anonymously by regular mail

to Director–Global Ethics,

Eaton Corporation, Eaton 

Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

Reports may also be made 

to the Director–Global Ethics 

by e-mail or telephone 

through Eaton’s Ethics and 

Financial Integrity Help Line.

E-mail 

Access the Ethics and Financial

Integrity Help Line through 

the Employee Services tab on

Eaton’s intranet. The message

will be anonymous unless the

sender identifies himself or 

herself. Alternatively, send a 

regular Outlook e-mail, which

will not be anonymous, to

Ethics@eaton.com.

Telephone 

From the U.S.,Canada and Puerto

Rico, dial toll-free 1-800-433-2774.

This call will be anonymous 

unless the caller identifies him-

self or herself.

From all other countries, dial

your country’s AT&T access code

(found on Eaton’s intranet), and

then dial toll free 1-800-433-2774.

This call will be anonymous 

unless the caller identifies 

himself or herself.

Non-English

If you are not comfortable 

making your report in English

through the Ethics and Financial

Integrity Help Line, please use

your native language to e-mail 

or write your concern to the 

address at left, and we will 

translate your letter or e-mail.
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What to Expect When You Use

the Ethics and Financial Integrity

Help Line

When you contact the Global

Ethics Office through the

Ethics and Financial Integrity

Help Line, this is what you 

can expect:

• Your report, concern or 

question will be taken 

seriously and will be handled

promptly, discreetly and 

professionally.

• Translation services will be

provided if you need them.

• Any potential violation that

you report will be investi-

gated and, if substantiated,

resolved through appropriate

action. If you identify your-

self, we will inform you

when the investigation 

is complete.

• At your option, you may 

remain anonymous. If you use

the anonymous email or tele-

phone number, your location

and number cannot be identi-

fied or traced. If you identify

yourself, confidentiality will be

maintained to the extent pos-

sible while permitting an 

appropriate investigation.

Retaliation is Prohibited

Eaton will not permit any retali-

ation against any employee

who reports an ethical, legal 

or financial concern nor will it 

discipline any employee for

making a report in good faith. 

If you feel that you have been

retaliated against, contact your

local Human Resources man-

ager or the Director–Global 

Ethics immediately. 
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The Eaton Values & Philosophy 

 

Eaton's Values: The Foundation for Continued Success 
 
As a corporation owned by its shareholders, Eaton's fundamental purpose -- the reason the 
Company exists -- is to operate profitably, provide an attractive return for those who have 
invested in us, and increase shareholder value. Through our long history, we have come to 
understand that our ability to achieve these business goals depends on our adherence to Eaton's 
core values: 

• Make our customers the focus of everything we do  
• Recognize our people as our greatest asset  
• Treat each other with respect  
• Be fair, honest and open  
• Be considerate of the environment and our communities  
• Keep our commitments  
• Strive for excellence  

The Eaton Philosophy: Excellence Through People 
 
Eaton's success depends on the superior performance of each Eaton employee in support of our 
customers. Sustained high performance is most likely when employees commit themselves to the 
goals of the organization. This level of commitment does not just happen; it is created when 
employees, managers, and the company all share certain key beliefs about their mutual 
responsibilities to one another. The Eaton Philosophy sets out these shared beliefs; it describes a 
culture in which employees can achieve their full potential to make exceptional contributions, 
confident that these will be welcomed and rewarded. 
 
The Eaton Philosophy Statements are to be pursued by every employee at every location. They 
are to be encouraged and promoted by managers. The Company and its employees are jointly 
responsible for their implementation wherever we do business. 
 
We expect the best of ourselves and each other. 
 
We believe that employees want to do the right thing for customers, for the company, for one 
another. Our workplace policies and decisions are based on that premise. By always doing our 
best, we constantly validate that belief through our actions. 
 
We are committed to attracting, developing, and keeping a diverse work force that reflects 
the nature of our global business. 
 
Our business is global, diverse, and highly competitive. Our success depends on our ability to 
draw the very best from the entire pool of available talent, unlimited by gender, race, or any of the 
other characteristics that differentiate us. We are committed to having a work force that is diverse 
at all levels, reflecting the diversity of our customers and the varied environments in which we 
conduct business around the world. 
 
Our communications with one another are open, honest, and timely. 
 



Eaton provides the regular, timely information necessary to enable employees to do their jobs 
effectively, to make decisions, and to achieve the Company’s goals; employees respond by giving 
the Company their ideas and feedback. The result is an ongoing candid dialog about the business 
that is fundamental to continuous improvement. 
 
We strive for the active involvement of every employee in our continued success and 
growth. 
 
High performance comes from employees who are fully involved in their work: thinking, making 
decisions, sharing ideas. Eaton provides the environment, the tools, the information, and the 
resources to encourage maximum involvement from every employee and team. Employees 
respond by taking responsibility for their work and their careers. 
 
We accept the challenge of lifelong learning. 
 
As we face accelerating change in customer expectations, markets, competition and technology, 
we recognize that we must be lifelong learners to contribute to Eaton's business goals. This 
means learning skills that enable us to be effective in our assignments and that help us to be 
adaptable to changing demands. Eaton is committed to providing a learning atmosphere at work. 
 
We do our work with a sense of urgency. 
 
Global competition has quickened the pace of business everywhere. It is no longer enough just to 
do a quality job; the difference between success and failure is doing a quality job faster than our 
competitors. Eaton is committed to removing barriers to speed and timeliness throughout the 
organization. Employees accept the need to balance quality and safety with speed and 
responsiveness in all we do. 
 
We are accountable for our commitments and expect that our performance will be 
measured. 
 
Accountability is essential to high performance. Just as Eaton is accountable to investors, 
customers, and employees, employees are accountable for their responsibilities: satisfying 
customers and contributing to the Company’s growth and success against world-class 
competitors. Accountability involves accepting goals that stretch our capabilities and welcoming 
candid and constructive feedback. Eaton's accountability to employees includes fair and accurate 
assessment of performance, recognition of achievements, and appropriate career development 
guidance. 
 
Compensation at Eaton is fair and competitive for performance that contributes to the 
success of the business. 
 
It is essential that employees be rewarded both fairly and competitively for their contributions to 
Eaton's success. "Fair" means that compensation should reflect the extent of our contributions: 
The greater the contribution, the higher the reward. "Competitive" means that we will have the 
opportunity to earn at least as much at Eaton as we would in similar positions at other companies 
with which we compete. 
 
We value employees' ideas, and we purposefully build an environment in which new ideas 
will flourish. 
 
We grow -- as a business and as individuals -- when we think actively about our work and feel 
encouraged to contribute our ideas. This means welcoming and discussing all ideas, the losers 
as well as the winners, and the ideas that challenge the status quo as much as those in the 
mainstream. When employees trust the Company to value their thinking, we all gain access to a 
rich vein of creativity and innovation. 



Workplace Safety Policy

It is the policy of the
Company to maintain a
workplace environment that
is safe and secure for its
employees, visitors or
others doing business with
the Company. Any act of
violence, threat or threaten-
ing behavior will not be
tolerated.  In addition, the
possession of a weapon of
any kind on Company
property will be considered
a violation of this policy.

Anyone engaging in violent
behavior, who makes
threats, exhibits threatening
behavior or brings a weapon
of any kind on Company
property will be subject to
removal from the property.
If an investigation confirms
that a violation of this policy
has occurred, appropriate
corrective action will be
taken by the Company

which may include arrest and
prosecution or discipline up to
and including discharge.

All employees have the
responsibility to report any
conduct which violates this
policy. If these incidents are
not reported, the Company
may not be in a position to
take appropriate corrective or
preventive measures.  Eaton
will make every effort to
preserve confidentiality and
privacy, but the conduct of the
investigation or legal proceed-
ings may have to address
otherwise private matters and
may make complete confiden-
tiality impossible.  Any
violation of this policy should
be reported to either your
supervisor or the facility/
division Human Resources
Manager for investigation by
the Human Resources
department.
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Smoke-Free Policy

Eaton is committed to the
safety and health of all
employees while at work.
In response to the growing
weight of evidence that
secondary tobacco smoke
creates serious health
problems, Eaton’s Smoke-
Free policy prohibits the
smoking or carrying of
lighted cigars, cigarettes, or
pipes inside all facilities and
company-owned vehicles.
Outdoor areas may be
designated as smoking
areas.

The Smoke-Free policy
applies to all Eaton
employees and facilities
worldwide, visitors or others
doing business with the
Company.  Periodically,
Eaton holds business
meetings outside of Eaton
facilities.  In these
circumstances, a no
smoking rule shall be
observed in the meeting
rooms.

Smoking or carrying a
lighted cigar, cigarette, or
pipe is prohibited inside
Eaton-owned vehicles and
multi-user vehicles.
Exemptions from this policy
may include sales

representatives who are the
sole users of Eaton-owned or
lease vehicles.

The Smoke-Free policy relies
on the efforts of smokers and
non-smokers.  It is the
responsibility of all Eaton
employees to observe this
policy and its provisions.
Employees found in violation
of this policy may be subject
to appropriate action to
prevent future violations.

Eaton seeks to provide
assistance to employees who
wish to quit smoking.  There
are a variety of resources
available to employees.
QuitNet.com is an online
resource that provides
resources for smoking
cessation.  The Self-Help
Sourcebook Online is an
online resource on many
topics, including smoking
cessation.  Smoking cessation
products (gum and patches)
may be covered by health
insurance.  Employees should
check with their insurance
provider to determine
coverage levels.  The cost of
such products may also be
reimbursable through a health
care reimbursement account.
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Statement of Policy on Equal Employment
Opportunity and Affirmative Action
It has been a long standing
policy of Eaton Corporation:

To consider each applicant
for employment with the
corporation on the basis of
his/her qualifications for the
job in accordance with all
applicable laws without
regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual
orientation, age, national
origin, disability, veteran
status, or any other status
protected by law and to give
all employees equal
consideration with respect
to compensation, benefits,
and the opportunity to
progress within the
corporation in accordance
with all applicable laws and
without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual
orientation, age, national
origin, disability, veteran
status, or any other status
protected by law.

In order to reaffirm this policy,
Eaton Corporation subscribes to
the following principles:

Eaton Corporation will
continue and extend its efforts
to recruit, hire, train and
promote individuals in all job
titles without regard to race,
color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, age, national
origin, disability, veteran
status, or any other status
protected by law.

All decisions on employment
must be based on the
principle of equal employment
opportunity with reliance only
on valid requirements for
employment and promotional
opportunities.

All personnel actions including
those relating to
compensation, benefits,
transfers, layoffs, company-
sponsored training, and tuition
assistance programs are to be
administered without regard
to race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, age,
national origin, disability,
veteran status, or any other
status protected by law.

All employees are encouraged
to use the corporation’s
facilities and to participate in
programs sponsored by the
corporation.

All employment advertising
and recruiting activities,
including contacts with
employment sources, schools,
colleges and training
institutions of predominately
minority groups, shall be
directed to all qualified
applicants without regard to
race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, age,
national origin, disability,
veteran status, or any other
status protected by law.

Scholarships made available
by the corporation are to be
awarded without regard to
race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, age,
national origin, disability,
veteran status, or any other
status protected by law. Eaton
Corporation’s equal
opportunity policies and
principles include affirmative
action as required by law.

All Eaton Corporation divisions
and subsidiaries will continue
to verify by means of periodic
reports that our employment
practices are providing equal
opportunities for all.

Any job applicant or employee:

May appeal directly to the
local or corporate Human
Resources Department of the
corporation for review and
correction of any action which
he/she believes does not
conform to these principles.

All members of Eaton
Corporation management:

Are familiar with this
Statement of Policy, the
philosophy behind it, and their
responsibility to apply these
principles in good faith for
meaningful progress without
regard to race, color, religion,
sex, sexual orientation, age,
national origin, disability,
veteran status, or any other
status protected by law.  In
addition, this Statement is
being posted in all plants and
offices so that all employees
will have knowledge of the
Company’s commitment to
assure equal employment
opportunity.

Alexander M. Cutler
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer

Date issued: May 1996
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Electronic Communications Policy

Purpose

Eaton Corporation encour-
ages the use of electronic
communications to share
information, to communicate
effectively, and to exchange
ideas.  The Company has
established this policy with
regard to access and
disclosure of electronic
communications to safe-
guard the privacy of its
employees as well as
provide protection to the
Company in the event of
unacceptable or unlawful
usage of the electronic
communications systems.

Scope

This Policy applies to all
communications made by,
among others, employees,
contractors and consultants
using the Company’s
electronic infrastructure.
This policy pertains to all
forms of electronic commu-
nications, including elec-
tronic mail (Internet or
internal), telephone,
voicemail, postings or chat
messages on the Internet,
video-conferencing and
facsimile.

Standards and policies
relative to general Internet
use and computer security
are not in the scope of this
policy, but are addressed in
the Internet Usage Stan-
dards (http://www.etn.com/
busserv/usage/index.html)
and Corporate Policy number

Effective Date: 3/17/1997
P30-3320 English (Rev. 01/04) Revised: 01/04

20 – Computer Security (http://
www.etn.com/home/itsecure/
Corp.Policy.20.html).

Policy

Electronic communications are
to be used for business
activities of the Company and
its subsidiaries and affiliates.
However, incidental personal
use may be permitted at a
facility so long as it does not
interfere with the user’s or any
other person’s work perfor-
mance, unduly impact the
Company’s electronic commu-
nications systems or otherwise
violate this or other Company
policies.  Individuals governed
by this policy are required to
exercise good judgment when
using the system for personal
use and understand that every
electronic communication is a
reflection of the Company.

The Company fosters an
environment of trust and
respect with its employees
and non-employees having
access to the Company’s
electronic communications
systems.  Therefore, as a
normal part of  business, the
Company does not review,
intercept, access or disclose
the content of electronic
communications, except as
part of the routine mainte-
nance and administration of
the Company’s electronic
communications systems.  If
during the normal course of
business, such as routine
maintenance and administra-
tion, the Company detects

violations of this policy
appropriate action will be
taken.

Additionally, in instances
where the Company has
reason to believe that the
electronic communications
system is being used in an
unacceptable or unlawful
manner, the Company will
obtain approval from the Vice
President Human Resources,
Vice President Information
Technologies and the Vice
President and General Counsel
to determine if a review of the
electronic communications is
warranted.

During the normal course of
business where the Company
has a need to review the
contents of the electronic
communications, the Company
reserves its right to review,
audit, intercept, access and
disclose all electronic commu-
nications and to investigate
any potentially inappropriate
use of its electronic systems.
If the Company detects
violations of this policy, the
Company will take such
actions as it determines are
appropriate.

All messages sent, composed,
or received using the
Company’s electronic infra-
structure remain the property
of the Company and therefore,
the confidentiality of any
electronic communication
should not be assumed.
Nevertheless, such communi-
cations should be treated as

confidential by other employ-
ees and accessed only by the
intended recipient.

The Company recognizes
certain serious abuses of this
policy that will result in
immediate disciplinary action
up to and including discharge.
Such incidents include, but are
not limited to: communicating
in a harassing, offensive,
obscene or threatening
manner, including messages
inconsistent with the
Company’s Harassment Free
Workplace Policy; promoting
goods or services unrelated to
the Company’s business;
advocating political, religious or
other beliefs or causes;
soliciting of any kind; or
deliberately sending an e-mail
containing a computer virus;
sending or forwarding without
authorization, confidential or
proprietary Company informa-
tion; communicating informa-
tion that may damage the
Company’s reputation or its
relationship with its business
partners; forging electronic
communications, creating or
forwarding chain letters, or
using electronic communica-
tions for illegal purposes such
as pyramid schemes.

Anyone who believes that this
policy is being violated should
notify their Human Resources
Representative or Divisional
Management.

The Company retains the right
to amend, change or modify
this policy at any time.



Eaton supports the right of all employees and visitors to
work in a productive, professional environment and,
therefore, will not tolerate any form of harassment in its
workplaces.  Harassment directed toward any employee or any,
customer, vendor or other visitor is strictly prohibited.

Scope
This policy applies to all employees at Eaton U.S. and Puerto Rico
locations, as well as to customers, vendors, and other visitors
authorized to be on company property at these locations.

General Standard
Harassment is defined as  unwelcome or inappropriate behavior that
interferes with or has the potential to interfere with job performance or
the maintenance of a productive, professional work environment.
Harassment is typically directed toward individuals because of their
sex, including harassment of members of the same sex or opposite
sex, sexual orientation, race, skin color, national origin, religion, age,
disability, veteran status or some other distinguishing personal
characteristic.

Harassment may take many forms, including, but not limited to the
following:

❏ Actions, promises or threats regarding any term or condition of
employment conditioned upon providing, or failing to provide,
sexual favors.

❏ Unwelcome sexual advances or physical contact that is offensive,
intimidating or threatening.

❏ Repeated offensive sexual flirtations or propositions.  Occasional
compliments of a socially acceptable nature do not constitute
harassment.

❏ Language or comments that are offensive, including vulgarities.
These may include hostile, mocking or lewd comments or jokes,
or intimidation that alters an individual’s work efficiency.

❏ Physical threats that create an intimidating, hostile or offensive
work environment.

❏ Leering or gestures that create an intimidating, hostile or offensive
environment.

❏ Ideas, pictures, objects or expressions that are demonstrated
which are disrespectful of others and/or conflict with the
company’s goal of maintaining an environment that is free of
harassment.

Complaint Procedure
Any employee or visitor who believes that he or she is being harassed,
or who observes harassing behavior, should:

(1) Report the alleged act immediately to his or her supervisor,
Human Resources Manager, the senior manager on site, or the
Division Human Resources Manager.  This notification must
be confirmed in writing, including the date the complaint is
submitted, the name(s) of the alleged violator(s) of this policy,
and the name and signature of the person  submitting the
complaint.  The person taking the complaint can assist in
completing this step.

(2) Steps will be taken to begin an immediate investigation.
All complaints will be investigated in a timely and confidential
manner.

(3) If the investigation results in a reasonable belief that harassment
has occurred, action designed to stop the harassment will
be taken.  Based upon the facts discovered in the investigation,
appropriate action could include, but is not limited to, reassign-
ment, transfer, reprimand, suspension, or other disciplinary
action up to and including discharge.  Non-employees who
violate this policy risk the loss of visitor privileges.

Protection from Retaliation
Every employee has a responsibility to assist in the investigation of
reported harassment.  Individuals who file complaints of harassment,
or who assist with the investigation of a harassment complaint,
will be protected from retaliation.

Retaliation is defined as any adverse action taken against an individual
because he or she filed or cooperated in the investigation of a
complaint.  Retaliatory behavior will result in disciplinary action up
to and including discharge.

Confidentiality
Eaton will make every effort to preserve confidentiality and privacy,
but the conduct of any investigation or legal proceeding may
have to address otherwise private matters and may make complete
confidentiality impossible.

False Claims
Accusations of harassment are very serious and, if untrue, can have
negative consequences for innocent individuals.  Individuals filing
claims of harassment that they know to be false will be subject to
disciplinary action up to and including discharge.

E30-3185  (1/00)
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Corporate Policy 20 - Computer Security 

I. POLICY 
A. Information (data) is considered a corporate asset. It is the policy of the Company that all data 

(including personally identifiable information) that is transmitted, stored or processed, utilizing 
computer and data communication based information technologies shall be protected from 
unauthorized or unintended disclosure, modification or destruction.  

B. Information technologies are utilized by Eaton Corporation for the sole purpose of supporting the 
beneficial business activities of the Corporation and its operating units. Use of these resources and 
associated systems and information (data) for personal or other objectives is subject to disciplinary 
actions.  

C. All computer user IDs defined to each operating system and application system are to be physically 
inventoried and verified at least semiannually to ensure their accuracy. Since the user ID and 
password control elements are critical components to every computer's security system, the inventory 
is to be performed in addition to the normal perpetual maintenance procedures.  

 

II. SECURITY MEASURES 
A. Physical Security 

1. Access to computing equipment and the environments in which information technology is 
housed must be controlled procedurally and through the use of effective security measures 
and devices.  

2. Protective measures are required to prevent the loss of power sources and maintain the 
environment (i.e. temperature and humidity) based on equipment installed.  

3. Fire detection/suppression systems and associated alarms must be installed and 
operational in compliance with local ordinances.  

 

B. Data Security 
1. Data Custodianship  

The individual who has been given the responsibility for making decisions regarding the 
use of an information asset is considered the data custodian on behalf of the Company and 
has the responsibility to protect that asset.  

2. Data Classification  

Data must be classified by the custodian to establish the value of the asset and to 
communicate required levels of control and protection based on the sensitivity of the data 
to disclosure, modification or destruction.  

3. Data Security Access Control  

Access to computer stored data must be controlled by the data custodian by means of 
computer hardware, software or program-based access control technology which must 
provide accountability.  

 

 

 



III. CONTINGENCY PLANS 
A. Offsite Data Storage 

Current backup copies (of data that is essential to the functioning of the business) must be created 
and stored in a secure offsite location.  

B. Contingency Planning - Data 

Users of information technology are responsible for formulating backup plans for the continuation of 
their business function in the event of short-term interruptions or prolonged loss of network or 
computer processing capabilities.  

C. Contingency Planning - Information Systems  

Contingency plans, with clearly stated expectations and limitations, for the restoration of data 
processing services in the event of short-term interruptions or prolonged or catastrophic loss of 
processing resources are the responsibility of local information systems management.  

IV. RESPONSIBILITY 

Local management will appoint the equivalent of a Security Officer to promote security awareness and to 
coordinate implementation of local security measures and contingency plans.  

Corporate staff Vice Presidents and General Managers at locations utilizing information technology have the 
responsibility to establish security procedures and incorporate physical and data security measures to:  

A. Preserve information processing capabilities.  
B. Preserve the integrity and availability of essential information (data).  
C. Protect the privacy of individuals and the Corporation in compliance with local legislation.  

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

The procedure for implementing Corporate Policy Number 20 may be found here.  

Additional IT Security related documents can be found at:  

A. Electronic Communications Policy  
B. IT Security Home Page  
C. Internet Usage Standards  
D. Operating System Security Guidelines  
E. IT Security Standards and Guidelines  

 

VI. INTERPRETATION 

Requests for interpretation of this Policy should be addressed to the Vice President - Information Technologies 
or InfoSec@eaton.com.  

 

September 3, 2004    
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Exhibit 4: Nondisclosure Agreement and Assignment of Work Product 
 
The undersigned is aware that Eaton Corporation ("Customer") and The Bartech Group Inc. (“Bartech”) have entered 
into an Agreement for Contract Worker Management Services ("Agreement") and fully understands that it imposes 
certain obligations on Bartech, it’s permitted Agencies, and on the undersigned as an employee of such an Agency, 
some of which are specifically set forth below.  The undersigned further understands that as part of his/her 
obligations under the Agreement, Bartech is required to obtain this written agreement from certain personnel, 
including the undersigned, to further ensure understanding and compliance with these obligations.   
 
In consideration of my future assignment and/or responsibilities in connection with Bartech's performance under the 
Agreement, I hereby acknowledge, represent and confirm to Bartech and Customer as follows:  (a) I have read the 
provisions of this Nondisclosure Agreement and Assignment of Work Product, understand each of them, agree to 
them, and know of no agreements, obligations, or restrictions which prevent or prohibit me from complying with 
them; (b) I will receive and maintain all Customer and/or Bartech information, perform services, and conduct myself, 
in all respects during the term of the Agreement and any Work Orders and for the requisite periods thereafter, in a 
manner consistent with these obligations; and (c) I agree not to, directly or indirectly, engage in or assist others to 
engage in, any activity or conduct which violates the provisions of this agreement.   
 
1. Confidential Information.   Information and data relating to Customer and/or Bartech and their clients, 

customers, employees, Contract Workers, representatives, and agents, including financial, statistical, 
personnel, technical data, marketing information, manufacturing data and processes, product information, 
and other information regarded as confidential or proprietary by Customer or Bartech ,that is contained in 
software programs accessed by Agency (the undersigned’s employer for purposes of this agreement) or is 
otherwise disclosed to Agency or its Contract Workers in connection with this Agreement (“Customer 
Information”), is the property of Customer and/or Bartech and the undersigned, as an employee of Agency, 
will use such Customer Information solely for purposes of providing Services to Customer under this 
Agreement. Upon Customer’s and/or Bartech’s request at any time, and upon the expiration or earlier 
termination of this Agreement for any reason, the undersigned shall immediately deliver to Customer or 
Bartech, at Agency’s expense, any or all of the Customer Information, in the form requested by Customer or 
Bartech. Neither the undersigned nor Agency shall possess any interest, title, lien or right to any such 
Customer Information. 
    
The undersigned further understands and agrees that during the course of this Agreement, information that 
is non-public or proprietary may be disclosed by Customer and/or Bartech to  Agency or to me as Agency’s 
employee assigned to Customer, including, but not limited to, trade secrets, methodologies, Agency lists, 
data, including cost and price data, software, computer and telecommunications systems, records, technical 
processes and formulas, product designs, sales, unpublished financial information, product and business 
plans, usage rates, projections,  marketing data and memoranda, papers, letters, e-mail, notes, plans, 
documentation, records, and all copies thereof relating to past, existing, or planned business or technology 
of Customer or Bartech and their respective affiliates, clients and customers ("Confidential Information"). All 
Work Products hereunder, software in source code or object code, deliverables, processes, specifications, or 
data developed by the undersigned or any Contract Worker in connection with any Agency Agreement shall 
be Confidential Information. 
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Confidential Information shall not include information that  the undersigned or Agency  can demonstrate: 
(a) is publicly disclosed by Customer either prior to or subsequent to the receipt by the undersigned of such 
information; (b) was known to the undersigned or the  Agency as of the time of its disclosure free from any 
obligation to keep such information confidential as demonstrated by written records of  Agency or the 
undersigned maintained in the ordinary course of business or actual prior use; (c) is independently 
developed by  Agency or the undersigned without access to the Confidential Information; (d) is rightfully 
obtained from a third party lawfully in possession of the Confidential Information and not under a 
confidentiality obligation to Customer; or (e) is required by law to be disclosed by such party; provided  
Agency and/or the undersigned, where reasonably practicable and to the extent legally permissible, provides 
Bartech and Customer with prior written notice of such required disclosure.    
 

2. Duty Not to Disclose Confidential Information.   The undersigned agrees to hold all of Customer’s and 
Bartech’s Confidential Information in trust and confidence for Customer and Bartech, their subsidiaries, and 
affiliates.  Except as may be authorized by Customer or Bartech in writing,  the undersigned shall not 
disclose to any person, firm, or enterprise, or use for his/her own benefit, any such Confidential 
Information. 

 
3. Injunctive relief.   The undersigned acknowledges that unauthorized disclosure of Customer’s or Bartech’s 

Confidential Information will cause irreparable injury to Customer or Bartech, which injury shall be 
inadequately compensable in damages. Accordingly, the undersigned agrees that Customer or Bartech may 
seek and obtain injunctive relief against the breach or threatened breach of the undersigned’s confidentiality 
obligations hereunder, in addition to any other legal remedies which may be available to them, or either of 
them. 

 
4. Work Product.   The undersigned acknowledges and agrees that Customer shall have exclusive, unlimited 

ownership rights to all results of any Services performed by me for Customer during the course of my 
assignment, including any and all software (including object and source code), deliverables, computer 
system designs, documentation, know-how, trade secrets, inventions (whether or not patentable or reduced 
to practice), improvements, processes, developments, materials, or data that I make, conceive, or devise, 
either solely or jointly, both as individual items and/or a combination of components, as a result of Services 
performed under any Work Order (“WO”), whether or not such WO is completed (collectively, the “Work 
Product”), to the maximum extent permitted by law.  All the foregoing shall be deemed to be a work made 
for hire and made in the course of the Services rendered hereunder.  All right, title, and interest in and to 
the Work Product shall vest in Customer, and I shall not have any right, title, or interest in or to such Work 
Product.  To the extent that title to any Work Product may not, by operation of law, vest in Customer or 
such Work Product may not be considered work made for hire, all right, title, and interest therein is hereby 
irrevocably assigned to Customer to the maximum extent permitted by law.   All Work Product shall belong 
exclusively to Customer, with Customer having the right to obtain and to hold in its own name, copyrights, 
registrations, or such other protection as may be appropriate to the subject matter, and any extensions and 
renewals thereof.   The undersigned agrees to give Customer and any person designated by Customer 
reasonable assistance, at Customer's expense, required to perfect the rights defined in this Section.  Unless 
otherwise requested by Customer, upon the completion of the Services to be performed under each WO or 
upon the earlier termination of such WO, or at Customer’s or Bartech’s request,  the undersigned will 
immediately turn over to Customer all Work Product, and all copies thereof, developed pursuant to such 
WO.  All Work Products reduced to tangible form, including any deliverables, shall bear Customer's copyright 
and trade secret notices, or such other proprietary notice as Customer may specify.  Neither the 
undersigned, nor the Agency, shall possess any interest, title, lien, or right to any such Work Product. 

 
The undersigned further agrees to promptly make a complete written disclosure to Customer of each 
invention, discovery, device, or procedure whether patentable or not (hereinafter referred to as "Disclosed 
Subject"), conceived or first actually reduced to practice, solely or jointly, by the undersigned and/or 
Customer as a result of Services performed hereunder.  As to each such Disclosed Subject, the undersigned 
shall specifically point out the features or concepts which he/she believes to be new or different. 
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In addition, I agree and represent that I am not Customer’s agent or employee for federal, state, and local tax 
purposes or any other purposes whatsoever, and are not entitled to any Customer employee benefits. 
 
 

Agency Employee:  Agency Name:  ____________________________ 
   
   
Signature  Signature 
   
Name  Name 
   
Title  Title 
   
Date  Date 
   
Social Security Number   
   
   
   
Witness   

 



Eff. 5-2013 

 

Agreement Concerning Employee Inventions And Confidential Information  
 

In consideration of my employment, the continuation of my employment and/or other consideration I have received or will receive in 
connection with my employment by Eaton Corporation or any of its affiliates, including subsidiaries, partnerships or entities heretofore 
or hereafter controlling, controlled by, or under common control with it (collectively "Eaton") I hereby:  
 

1. Agree to promptly disclose to Eaton any and all discoveries, inventions, improvements and expressions of ideas that I may make or 
conceive, either solely or jointly with others, while in the employ of Eaton relating to any product, service, manufacturing process, 
equipment or business of Eaton or to any need or development of Eaton. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by Eaton, any expression 
of idea or original work of authorship fixed in any tangible form and prepared by me, either solely or jointly with others, during the period 
and within the scope of my employment with Eaton shall be deemed a "work made for hire" under the copyright laws and shall be owned 
by Eaton. I understand that any assignment or release of such work can be made only by Eaton, and to the extent permitted by law, I 
hereby waive any and all of my moral rights in such work in favor of Eaton for all purposes and for the full term of any such rights. I will 
do everything necessary to enable Eaton to protect its rights in such work. All such discoveries, inventions, improvements and 
expressions of ideas shall be the property of Eaton. However, this agreement shall not apply to a discovery, invention, improvement or 
expression of idea for which no equipment, supplies, facility or trade secret information of Eaton was used and which was developed 
entirely on my own time and (1) which does not relate (a) to the business of Eaton or (b) to Eaton's actual or demonstrably anticipated 
research or development, or (2) which does not result from any work performed by me for Eaton.  
 

2.  Grant and assign all such discoveries, inventions, improvements and expressions of ideas to Eaton and hereby agree to promptly 
execute applications, registrations, assignments and other papers related thereto as may be desired by Eaton, whether or not I am then 
in the employ of Eaton, in order to secure, fully protect and preserve for Eaton all right, title and interest in such discoveries, inventions, 
improvements and expressions of ideas and to obtain Letters Patent or registrations therefor in the United States and all foreign 
countries. I further agree to give testimony as to facts within my knowledge in connection with any such discoveries, inventions, 
improvements and expressions of ideas, or any litigation or controversy related thereto, it being understood that Eaton shall bear all 
reasonable expenses in connection with the foregoing. During the course of my employment, I will maintain records and render 
assistance as required by Eaton in connection with the objectives described in this clause.  
 

3. Agree to not disclose, misappropriate or use at any time either during or subsequent to my employment, except as required in my 
duties to Eaton, any confidential information of Eaton or confidential information which has been entrusted to Eaton and which I have 
learned of in the course of my employment, whether or not developed by me. It is understood that "confidential information" means 
technical or business information that is not generally available to the public. Further, I agree not to disclose to Eaton or use on behalf of 
Eaton any confidential information of my former employer or any other party unless duly authorized.  
 

4. Agree to deliver to Eaton upon termination of my employment or at any other time upon the request of Eaton all property of Eaton 
including all written materials and other tangible objects, including copies, made or compiled by me or made available to me in the 
course of my employment.  
 

This agreement shall be assignable and transferable by Eaton to any of its successors and/or assigns.  
 

Executed at:  Location or Division No.:  Location of Eaton Facility:  
 Name of Eaton Facility    City and State 

 
 

this  of    Employee Name:  
 Day  Month ‘ Year  Print or Type 

 
 

Hire Date:  Employee Signature:  
 
 

Witness Name:  Witness Signature:  
 Print or Type   

Note: Witness must be an Eaton representative (manager or HR).  Only a public notary may be substituted as a witness if an Eaton representative is not available. 
 
 

Section below reserved for use upon Employee termination / retirement / departure from Eaton: 
 

 I was reminded upon leaving the employment of Eaton of my continued obligations to Eaton, subsequent to my departure, of 
(i) executing documents required to secure Eaton's ownership rights in my inventions conceived during the course of my employment, 
and (ii) maintaining the confidentiality of Eaton proprietary information not generally available to the public and learned by me during the 
course of my employment. 
 

Name:  Signature:  Date:  
 (printed)     
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Exhibit 9: Contract Worker Acknowledgement of Temporary 
Assignment and Ineligibility for Eaton Benefits 

 
 
The undersigned, in consideration of his/her temporary assignment to Eaton Corporation as a Contract Worker and 
employee of 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
(Name of Agency) 
 
by his/her signature below, acknowledges: 
 
1.  He/she is an employee of the Agency named above and is not an employee of Eaton Corporation; 
 
2.  As an employee of the Agency named above, he/she agrees to look solely to the Agency named above for payment 
of any and all wages or compensation due to him/her for services rendered to Eaton Corporation; 
 
3.  As an employee of the Agency named above, he/she is not eligible for, nor entitled to participate in, any Eaton 
Corporation employee pension, health or other fringe benefit plan, including but not limited to §401(k), profit sharing, 
retirement, deferred compensation, welfare, insurance, disability, bonus, vacation pay, severance pay and other plans, 
programs or agreements which Eaton Corporation now maintains, or may hereafter maintain, for its employees, whether 
reduced to writing or not.  
 
 
 
Agency Employee Signature 
 
Name: _____________________________________________ 
          (Type or Print) 
 
 
Social Security Number: _______________________________ 
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